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ECF Training – market expertise needs market support 

 

Training, process, market systems: all words that make us wince. Throw them in the same pot 

and you may even add a grumble or two. 

 

Compare claims systems and processes to the intuitiveness of, say, Apple devices and you can 

begin to understand the frustrations. When changes require us to upgrade our iPhones or iPads, 

we do so without the need to read a user guide or attend a training course. We can only dream of 

such simplicity in a claims world so full of acronyms, ‘Londonisms’ and legacy technology that 

even the most experienced amongst us struggle to get our heads around. 

 

From this complexity comes a requirement for education, guidance and support - made more 

pressing by the ever-increasing pace of important modernisation initiatives and central changes 

that continue to impact us all.  

 

Electronic Claim File (ECF), a claims handling tool that has brought transparency, efficiency and 

speed, was first delivered to the market ten years ago. During that time, the claims community 

has embraced ECF, provided input and been supportive of enhancements to the ECF 

services.  This evolution of ECF, coupled with the inception of the market’s processing contract 

(with XCS) in 2014, has brought about changes to process, whilst the change in responsibilities of 

a lead/agreement party has required changes in behaviours. 

 

The claims community and ECF best practice group have delivered the training that many of you 

have experienced via the ECF online training tool or masterclasses. The focused group of market 

representatives felt that, with the number of changes implemented, it was a perfect time to 

engage the wider market (from carriers and brokers to third parties) with a training programme 

tailored to their needs.  

 

The online training continues to provide guidance and support in a consistent way, with the 

objective of enhancing knowledge and positively impacting behaviours. To date, more than 2,500 

market users have participated in the training. 
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Three months since the launch of the training, we have already seen a 1% drop in query rates 

(from 8% to 7%), without any adverse impact to turnaround times.  It’s worth noting that one 

query on a claim adds, on average, 30 days to its life cycle. This can be reduced by broker 

engagement, collaboration and smarter query resolution between the parties that own the query 

at any given point. We hope the decrease in query rates continues due to the positive impact this 

can have on the life cycle of a claim.  

 

Individuals can access ECF training materials via the ECF website. For those who wish to run 

training for staff at their organisation, registration by emailing ecffocusgroup@lmalloyds.com is 

required. Registration is beneficial as it provides the trainer with the tools to report on a user’s 

progress and performance following each module taken. 

 

Watch this space for further training in 2017 following the IMR Re-Platform delivery and ECF 

Binder enhancements. 

 

The LMA would like to thank the following key individuals for the part that they played in 

delivering the training: Katherine Fraser, Kelly Potter, Iain Reynolds, Susan Herrington, Conrad 

Gilborn, Richard Woodhams, Tim Lovick, Sharyn Butcher, Martin Robinson, David Hughes, Victoria 

Lowe, Thomas O’Toole, Karen Jefford, Gary Boreham and Carly Schwarz. 

 

 
 

E-Binders - Improving the handling of binders in the market  

The end of paper files and suitcases is nigh as are the manual workarounds to handle co-lead and 

master cover claims, all of which adversely impact claim handling and response times. 

 

Binders remain the largest out-of-scope class in the market. Since ECF was implemented, the 

market has attempted to deliver functionality that would allow binders to be handled 

electronically; with delegated business equating to 37% of Lloyd's business, the market is keenly 

anticipating its delivery in July 2017. 

 

The Binder Enhancements programme will offer enhancements to address current limitations in 

the identification of the component parts of binder claims (i.e. the bordereau and those 

individual claims within that are above authority, cash losses and loss funds). It will also be able 

to handle the agreement of co-lead claims and master covers. 

 

It does this by providing new functionality to brokers and carriers via ECF, IMR, CLASS and Write-

Back services, allowing brokers to enhance their notification of claims to carriers and receive 

real-time reconciliation data should they wish. Carriers finally get the ‘electronic rubber band’ 

wrapping these binder claim and transaction types together to improve efficiency, turnaround 

times and the life cycle of a binder claim. 

 

These binder enhancements were due to be delivered in September 2016 but a dependency on 

the IMR Re-Platform (which will now be delivered in Q2 2017) has postponed roll-out until July 

2017. 
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The project is on track and development complete, so rather than waiting for delivery we have 

put our foot back on the throttle: reusing the developed functionality to introduce a second 

phase, which is focused on delivering the ‘rubber band’ for vertical placements, multi OSNDs and 

layered programmes. 

Work will continue in 2016 and 2017 as we gear up to the largest impact to ECF scope in years. If 

you would like additional details or to volunteer to be a part of 2017 testing, please email: 

ecffocusgroup@lmalloyds.com. 

 

Write-Back to the future 

Write-Back goes from strength to strength thanks to the support from carriers and software 

providers in the market. 

18 carriers have now gone live with four additional software providers. Five carriers are also due 

to go live by the end of 2016. 

Write-Back is clearly here to stay, with carriers receiving benefits and efficiencies from day one. 

It has modernised how we handle claims, improved access to data and promoted a flexible 

adoption approach to carriers and the arrangement they have with their software provider. 

Given the continued interest from the market, the ECF User Group and Write-Back Steering 

Group are endorsing that the project remains open until the end of 2017, with the LMA providing 

support to carriers that are preparing to go live. A 2017 project plan will be made available by 

the end of the year, so watch this space.  

In the meantime if you want to know more or would like to register your interest, please email: 

Lee.Elliston@lmalloyds.com. 

The Write-Back Steering Committee continues to monitor performance of real-time messaging 

and any related failures whilst the group work through any ad hoc issues raised and ensure 

acceptable solutions are identified and implemented quickly. 

 

ECF1 Decommission 
 

Following the successful delivery of the Claims Awaiting Action (CAA) functionality to ECF2 in 

February 2016, the decommissioning of ECF1 (Lloyd’s only) claim agreement screens took place 

from 26 June 2016 and is now complete. 

Do you have a question or issue you wish to raise? Click here and give us the details and someone 

will contact you. 

 

mailto:ecffocusgroup@lmalloyds.com
http://www.ecfinfo.eu/training/about/contacts/
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ECF Lloyd’s systems, processes and procedures (SP&P) 
 
 
The ECF Lloyds SP&P has been updated to reflect changes that have come into effect since the 
document was last published in September 2014. These include: 

• broker’s ability to modify contact names and email addresses in CLASS 

• Write-Back functionality 

• CAA functionality 

• updated o/s qualifier codes 

• mandatory use of cause codes with effect from June 2015. 

 

Please find a link to the SP&P as at September 2016 here. 
 

 

 
 

Robotics 

 

Xchanging has developed a robotics programme to deal with low value follow settlements, which 

went live on 4 July 2016. This operates only on subsequent transactions, and where the reserve 

remains unchanged or file closure is identified. The robot will not conduct the processing where 

there is a settlement or if a private comment is added by the lead.  

 

Analysis is currently being undertaken to increase the scope for standard claims.   

The obvious benefit here is that this automated ‘robotic’ processing speeds up the XCS response 

times. 

 

CSRP (PbS) - the central service refresh programme (post bind submission) and the delivery of 

ECOT (ACORD standard) messaging is creeping ever closer with release 1.1b scheduled for 

November 2016. The claims community and ECF User Group have been engaged to understand:  
 

• the scope of delivery for claims, which is focused on non-complex claim scenarios and 

classes 

• the change in process that will be brought by the delivery, some of which is temporary 

until future releases are delivered in 2017 

• the impact that will be felt by carriers. 
 

A user guide and carrier interaction document is being produced to ensure the wider market is 

engaged formally. Whilst only an approved PbS broker that has submitted premiums via PbS can 

submit an ECOT message to notify the claim, all other claims and the notifications from the 

broker will not be impacted by the November delivery. To find out more, understand the 

technical detail and/or participate in market acceptance testing, please email 

Lee.Elliston@lmalloyds.com. 

 

 

 

http://www.ecfinfo.eu/how-to/sp-p/
mailto:Lee.Elliston@lmalloyds.com
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IMR Re-Platform due in April/May 2017  
  

The IMR continues to undergo a programme of phased refurbishment by XIS that will impact 

brokers, carriers and third parties. Delivery is phased from a user perspective and will be 

complete in Q2 2017.  
 

All existing IMR functionality is being retained, but the look and feel of the repository user 

interface will be different and will include some new functions. These changes will apply to: 

  

• online or direct load brokers 

• carriers using the IMR for document review 

• batch brokers that occasionally access the IMR. 

  

All users will require some basic complimentary training, which will be provided by XIS ahead of 

the new release. Market users will also be invited to partake in testing. 
 

The latest position on the project is available here. 

 

http://www.ecfinfo.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Platform-Refresh-Programme-IMR-Replatform-Working-Group-Meeting-21-Sept-2016.pdf

